In

**Counterculture through the ages: from Abraham to acid house**
[Book] Call #: 306 GOFFMAN  Sirius, R. U., 1952-
Published 2004
Interest Level: Adult

**The birth of Korean cool: how one nation is conquering the world through pop culture**
[Book] Call #: 306.0951 HONG  Hong, Y. Euny.
Published 2014

**You can't read this! : why books get banned**
[Book] Call #: 363.31 DELL  Dell, Pamela.
Series: Pop culture revolutions
Published 2010
Reading Level: 7.7  Interest Level: 5-8

**Crime and criminals**
Series: Examining pop culture
Published 2003
Interest Level: Young Adult

**Fashion**
[Book] Call #: 391 FASHION  Monika Bolino, book editor; Daniel Leone, president; Bonnie Szumski, publisher; Scott Barbour, managing editor.
Series: Examining pop culture
Published 2003
Interest Level: Young Adult

**What we wore: an offbeat social history of women's clothing, 1950 to 1980**
[Book] Call #: 391 MELINKOFF  Melinkoff, Ellen.
Published 1984

**Crossroads: the quest for contemporary rites of passage**
Published 1996

**A celebration of customs & rituals of the world**
[Book] Call #: 394.2 ING  Ingpen, Robert.
Published 1996

**Kwanzaa: a celebration of family, community, and culture**
[Book] Call #: 394.2 KARENGA  Karenga, Maulana.
Published 1998
Interest Level: Young Adult

**The Latino holiday book: from Cinco de Mayo to Dia de los Muertos--the celebrations and traditions of Hispanic-Americans**
[Book] Call #: 394.26 MENARD  Menard, Valerie.
Published 2000
Interest Level: Young Adult

**How rude! : the teenagers' guide to good manners, proper behavior, and not grossing people out**
[Book] Call #: 395.1 PACKER  Packer, Alex J., 1951-
Published 1997
Interest Level: Young Adult

**Cuisine and culture: a history of food and people**
[Book] Call #: 641.3 CIVITELLO  Civitello, Linda.
Published 2008
Interest Level: Adult

**Food in history**
[Hardcover] Call #: 641.3 TANNAHILL  Tannahill, Reay.
Published 1989
Interest Level: Adult

Julie and Julia: my year of cooking dangerously
[Book] Call #: 641.5 POWELL Powell, Julie.
Published 2009
Interest Level: Adult

Recycled Chic: 30 Simple Ways to Recycle, Renew, and Reinvent Your Pre-Loved Fashions
[Book] Call #: 646.4 MCKITTRICK McKittrick, Amanda.
Published 2014

Refashioned: Cutting-edge clothing from upcycled materials
Published 2013

Música tejana: the cultural economy of artistic transformation
[Book] Call #: 781.64 PENA Peña, Manuel H.
Series: University of Houston series in Mexican American studies; no. 1
Published 1999

The blues: a very short introduction
[Book] Call #: 781.64 WALD Wald, Elijah.
Series: Very short introductions; 247
Published 2010
Interest Level: Adult

From ragtime to hip-hop: a century of black American music
[Book] Call #: 781.64 WOOG Woog, Adam, 1953-
Series: Lucent library of Black history
Published 2007

Country music, U.S.A.
[Book] Call #: 781.64 MALONE Malone, Bill C.
Published 2002

Jazz: a history of America's music
[Book] Call #: 781.65 WARD Ward, Geoffrey C.
Published 2000
Interest Level: Adult

The history of punk rock
[Book] Call #: 781.66 MASAR Masar, Brenden, 1983-
Series: Music library
Published 2006
Reading Level: 7.8 Interest Level: 5-8

The Rolling stone encyclopedia of rock & roll
Published 2001
Interest Level: Young Adult

The history of indie rock
[Book] Call #: 781.66 SKANCKE Skancke, Jennifer.
Series: The music library
Published 2007

The history of rap & hip-hop
[Book] Call #: 782.42 BAKER Baker, Soren, 1975-
Series: The music library
Published 2006
Reading Level: 8.9 Interest Level: 5-8

Rap and hip hop
[Book] Call #: 782.42 RAP Jared Green, book editor; Daniel Leone, president; Bonnie Szumski, publisher; Scott Barbour, managing editor.
Songs that changed the world
[ Book ] Call #: 784.7 WHITMAN Whitman, Wanda Willson.
Published 1969

Circus : a world history
[ Book ] Call #: 791.3 CROFT-COOKE Croft-Cooke, Rupert, 1903-
Published 1976

Bigger than blockbusters : movies that defined America
[ Book ] Call #: 791.43 ROMAN Roman, James W.
Published 2009
Interest Level: Young Adult

Movie-made America : a cultural history of American movies
[ Book ] Call #: 791.43 SKLAR Sklar, Robert.
Published 1994
Interest Level: Adult

Zap! : a brief history of television
[ Book ] Call #: 791.45 CALABRO Calabro, Marian.
Published 1992

Reality TV
Series: At issue
Published 2004
Interest Level: Young Adult

Monopoly : the world's most famous game--and how it got that way
[ Book ] Call #: 794 ORBANES Orbaines, Philip.
Published 2007
Interest Level: Adult

The concrete wave : the history of skateboarding
[ Book ] Call #: 796.22 BROOKE Brooke, Michael
Published 1999

The book of basketball : the NBA according to the sports guy
[ Book ] Call #: 796.323 SIMMONS Simmons, Bill, 1969-
Published 2009
Interest Level: Adult

America's game : the epic story of how pro football captured a nation
[ Book ] Call #: 796.332 MACCAMBRIDGE MacCambridge, Michael, 1963-
Published 2005
Interest Level: Adult

A beautiful game : the world's greatest players and how soccer changed their lives
[ Book ] Call #: 796.334 WATT Watt, Tom.
Published 2009
Interest Level: Adult

The Bud Collins history of tennis : an authoritative encyclopedia and record book
[ Book ] Call #: 796.342 COLLINS Collins, Bud.
Published 2010
Interest Level: Adult

Little girls in pretty boxes : the making and breaking of elite gymnasts and figure skaters
[ Book ] Call #: 796.44 RYAN Ryan, Joan.
Published 1996
Interest Level: Young Adult

A picture history of the Olympics
[ Book ] Call #: 796.48 COOTE Coote, James, 1936-
Football's greatest quotes
[ Book ] Call #: 808.88 CHIEGER Chieger, Bob.
Published 1990

A reporter's life
Published 1996
Interest Level: Adult

Legends, lies, and cherished myths of American history
Published 1989

Americans' views about war
Series: Examining pop culture
Published 2001

The 20s & 30s: flappers & vamps
[ Book ] Call #: REF 391 FASHION Blackman, Cally.
Series: 20th century fashion
Published 2000

The 40s & 50s: utility to new look
[ Book ] Call #: REF 391 FASHION Reynolds, Helen.
Series: 20th century fashion
Published 2000

The 60s: mods & hippies
Series: 20th century fashion
Published 2000

The 70s: punks, glam rockers, & new romantics
[ Book ] Call #: REF 391 FASHION Gilmour, Sarah.
Series: 20th century fashion
Published 2000

The 80s & 90s: power dressing to sportswear
[ Book ] Call #: REF 391 FASHION Lomas, Clare.
Series: 20th century fashion
Published 2000

1900-20: linen & lace
[ Book ] Call #: REF 391 FASHION Mee, Sue.
Series: 20th century fashion
Published 2000

Fashions of a decade: The 1930s
[ Book ] Call #: REF 391 FASHIONS 1930'S Costantino, Maria.
Published 1992

Fashions of a decade, The 1940s
[ Book ] Call #: REF 391 FASHIONS 1940's Baker, Patricia.
Published 1992
Interest Level: Young Adult

Fashions of a decade, The 1950s
Published 1991
Interest Level: Young Adult

Fashions of a decade, The 1960s
Published 1990
Interest Level: Young Adult
**Fashions of a decade. The 1970s**
Published 1992

**Fashions of a decade. The 1980s**
Published 1990
Interest Level: Young Adult

**Fashions of a decade. The 1990s**
Published 1992
Interest Level: Young Adult

**Punk : the whole story**
[Book]  Call #: REF 781.66 PUNK  editor-in-chief, Mark Blake.
Published 2006
Interest Level: Adult

**The Lincoln library of sports champions.**
[Book]  Call #: REF 796 LINCOLN v.1
Published 2004

**Baseball : an illustrated history**
[Book]  Call #: REF 796.357 WARD  Ward, Geoffrey C.
Published 1994

**1900s**
[Book]  Call #: REF 909.82 1900S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1910s**
[Book]  Call #: REF 909.82 1910S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1920s**
[Book]  Call #: REF 909.82 1920S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1930s**
[Book]  Call #: REF 909.82 1930S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1940s**
[Book]  Call #: REF 909.82 1940S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1950s**
[Book]  Call #: REF 909.82 1950S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1960s**
[Book]  Call #: REF 909.82 1960S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1970s**
[Book] Call #: REF 909.82 1970S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1980s**
[Book] Call #: REF 909.82 1980S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**1990s**
[Book] Call #: REF 909.82 1990S  [Milan Bobek, editor].
Series: Decades of the 20th century
Published 2005
Interest Level: Young Adult

**American decades, 2000-2009**
[Book] Call #: REF 973.9 AMERICAN  edited by Eric Bargeron ; with James F. Tidd Jr.
Published 2011
Interest Level: Young Adult

**Bowling, beatniks, and bell-bottoms: pop culture of 20th-century America**
[Book] Call #: REF 973.9 BOWLING v.1  Sara Pendergast and Tom Pendergast, editors.
Published 2002
Reading Level: 7.6  Interest Level: 5-8

**The 1980s**
[Book] Call #: REF 973.9 CULTURAL  Kallen, Stuart A.
Series: A Cultural history of the United States through the decades
Published 1999